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So much more than, you know and expect from an intercom.
This fully integrated platform gives you Access and Control
of your visitor management and reporting.
Designed and developed on the back of already
class-leading technology, this product enables you more
control than you can imagine, no matter the environment.

Giving you Access and Control

comb-communications.com
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Considered design
Our relentless design focus has yielded some impressive results
with MKII, which include improved speed, overall performance
and reliability. Using less than 1W of power (That’s less than
R10 per year in electricity fees) along with a back-up battery
and little-to-no maintenance costs, this unit is near-perfectly
suited to your facilities management requirements.

Comb Portal

Embedded SIM chip

Anti-Tamper

Integrated web-platform

The anti theft solution

Built in to the hardware, for your

providing control over users

peace-of-mind

Departure control

Reporting

Weatherproof

Allows free exit facility

Customisable reporting e.g.

Ideal for any climate,

phone bill and gate openings

enclosed and UV resistant

Control

Integration

Pin-Code

Time based access control

Remote control integration

Long-term and single entry pin

and management

codes
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Hardware
We understand some environments are more demanding than other, therefore
our R&D team have gone the extra mile in ensuring this unit is about as reliable
as you can expect. From embedding a SIM chip, to avoiding theft and creating
an anti-tamper solution, you can rest assured that when it comes to Access and
Control, we have you covered.

Comb Portal
Our integrated web-platform provides you real-time control over your environment.
Whether changing registered users contact details, reporting on individual
accounts, sending bulk communication, providing time-based access and
managing visitor codes, this powerful heart of our system is the
intelligent solution you have been waiting for.

265mm

Technical Speciﬁcations
Relays
Inputs
Battery Capacity (power failure)
Max Absorbed Current
Voltage
Battery Backup
Shipping Mass

4
6
2-3 Hours
330mA
220V
0.8A 12VDC
7Kg

375mm
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